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Abstract 

Certain finite difference methods on rectangular grids for second order ellip
tic equations are known to yield supercouvergent flux approximations. A class 
of related finite difference methods have n~cently been defined for triangular 
meshes by applying special quadrature rules to an extended version of a mixed 
finite element method [1]; the flux vector fields from these methods are not su
perconvergent. This report presents empirical evidence iuclicating that a simple 
local post.processing technique recovers higher order accurate vector velocities 
at element centers on many meshes of triangular elements, with approximately 
second order accuracy on three lines mesbes. 
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1 Introduction 

We consider elliptic partial differential equations of the form 

-v' · (K(x)v'p(x)) = f(x), x E H, (1) 

where n is a polygonal domain in R 2 , a,U(l K(x) is a positive definite matrix. Let 
the flux associated with (1) be 

u = -KVp, 

and assume boundary conditions of the form 

p(x) = JJo(x), x E DHv, 

u(x) · ft(x) = g(x), x E fJnN, 

(2) 

(4) 

where ft is the unit outward normal to an all(l anN = an - anv. lu the context 
of flow in porous media the flux is ca.Heel the Darcy velocity when JJ is the pressurt' 
and J( is the permeability; we will use the wonls flux and velocity intercha.ugea.bly 

to describe u. 

Numerical solution of (1) by a mixed finite element method involves simultane

ously approximating p and u by discrete fmictions P and U which satisfy a weak 
form of the pair of equations 

u = -I(Vz,, 

v'-u=.f. 

We assume that P and U a.re in the lowest-order Ra.via.rt-Thomas approxirna.ting 
spaces (RT0 ) for rectangular or triangular elements in two dimensions [1:3]. There 
are several ways to formulate a weak form of these equations; [l] provides a detailed 
description of the discrete spaces a.nd the equatiom, used for a. variety of mixed type 

methods, including a usual mixed method (MM), a cell centered rectangular finite 
difference method (FDM), and an new method called the enhanced stencil method 
(ESM). 

In discrete form the MM yields a saddle point problem for the unknowns P and 
U, which is time consuming to solve numerically. The FDM can he viewed as a. 

modification of the MM in which special quadrature rules for rectangular elements 
simplify the structure of the discrete equations, yielding a sparse positive definite 
linear system for the pressure p, which can be solved much more efficiently. 

The new ESM takes a variant mixed rnetho(l fonuula.tion a.nd applies special 
quadrature rules for triangular elements which in the end also yield a sparse posi
tive definite linear system for the pressure p. The ESM thus generalizes the finite 
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difference method to triangular elements, preserving much of its simplicity and ef
ficiency. 

This report describes a postprocessor tlta.t ca.u he applied to the velocity U 
computed from any of these mixed method va.ria.uts on tria.ugula.r elements. 

Cell centered finite difference methods for ( 1) ou rectangular grids are kuown to 
yield superconvergent flux approximations when Neuma.nu boundary conditions a.re 
used, and extra accurate fluxes even for Dirichlet boundary conditions [14, 15, 2, 

3). Unfortunately, on meshes of triangular elements, the flux vector field ohta.ined 

from either the MM or the ESM is not superconvergeut. However, this report 
presents empirical evidence indicating that a. simple local postprocessiug technique 
can recover extra order accurate flux vectors a.t element centers on ma.ny meshes 
of triangular elements. In particular, it appears to yield second order a.ccmacy ou 
three lines meshes. 

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. In the uext section, we give notation 
used throughout the paper. In section ;3 we state some known results for recta.ngula.r 
elements and indicate why things hrea.k down for triangular ones. lu section 4 we 
define a simple local post.processor which can be used to reconstruct the flux vector 
at the centers of elements on many meshes of triangular elements. Finally, in section 
5 we give numerical results for rectangular meshes and for triangular meshes with 
and without postprocessing. 

2 Notation 

For R a domain in R 2 let L2
( R) denote the space of rea.l-value1l squa.re-integra.hle 

functions. On this space use (·, ·)R a.nd II · IIR as the inner product and norm, 

respectively. Denote by (·, ·)aR the L2(DR) inner product. We also use the space 

H(div; R) = {u = (u1, u2
): u E (L2(R))2 and V · u E L 2 (R)}, (!>) 

with norm 
2 f [ '2 '2] llullH(cliv;R) = }Fl lul +IV· ul dx. ( (i) 

When R = n, we may omit it in the definitions a.hove. 
Let T1i denote a partition of n into triangles or rectangles with maximum diam

eter h > 0. Associated with T1t, the RT0 spaces Vi, C H( div; f!) and W1i C L2 (f2) 
are characterized as follows. Let Nr denote the nmuher of triangles in Th a.nd N, 
the number of edges. Then 

W1i = span{wi,i = l, ... ,Nr: (w,:)lr
1 
= b,:j,J = l, ... ,Ny}. 

Letting ne denote one of the unit vectors uonnal to edge e, denoted hy ff, 

v\ = span{vk E H(div;f!), k = l, ... ,N,: 
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Figure 1: A three lines mesh 

vk!T E (P0 (T))2 EB x-P0 (T) for all TE T1,, aud 

Yk·ftele1=Dke, f=l, .. ,,Ne}, 

where P0(T) denotes the set of constant fnuctious defined on TE T1,. Specifically, 

in R 2 , the function Vk = ( vl, vl) E Vj, is given on T by 

(vt)IT 

(vz)IT 

n} + (:J:i:, 

n} + fly, 

with the three coefficients determined hy the re<p1irements 

Thus Yk is nonzero only on the two elements which share edge k. 

(7) 

Mixed methods then produce discrete approximations U E Vj, and P E W1,. The 
details are described in [l]. 

A three lines mesh is a mesh of similar tria.ugles for which every edge is parallel 
to one of three designated lines. Figure l is a general example of a three lines mesh. 

3 Mixed Methods on Triangles and Rectangles 

For rectangular meshes and J( a scalar or diagonal matrix, snperconvergence of 
order h2 of the velocity U and potential P at Gauss points was proven for the 
MM in [12]. These results were extended in [9] to demonstrate superconvergence of 
velocities along lines connecting Gauss points. In [lf>], these results were shown to 
hold even for finite difference methods, for which muuerical quadrature is used. 

On triangular meshes, superconvergeuce of the potential P of order h2 at tlw 
centroid of each triangle was proven in [ 10, 7]. 
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Mixed methods represent the flux vector field U hy the expansion 

U(x) = L U;v;(x), 

where the sum is taken over all edges i ill the mesh, the U; a.re the unknowns 
computed numerically and the v; are the ha.sis functions described a.hove. In the 

lowest order case these basis functions have the property that Vi · fi; = l on edge i, 
where ii is a preferred unit normal to the edge, aud, v; · ·11'.i = 0 for all other edges. 
Thus the U; can be interpreted as the norltlal coltlponent of the flux across edge i. 

No superconvergence results are knowll for the llormal components [Ji on general 
triangular meshes. One can show, however, that evell if the U; were exactly correct, 
the vector field U would still be only first order accurate everywhere, in general. 
This is because the v; only span a very limited snhset of the spa.ce of lillea.r vector 
fields; in particular, on each triangle, elernentR of ½.. a.re of the form 

( 
a:i: +Ii) 
ay + c 

If the true velocity field is u = (y,nxfr, then one can Rhow hy direct computatioll 
(I used Maple V[5]) that even if the normal cornpollentR a.re computed exactly, the 
resulting interpolant in V1, will he exact a.t at rnoRt oue poiut ill the triangle, a.ll<l 
the location of that point dependR on n. Thus there iR no family of poiutR, Ruch a,R 
the element centers, at which the vector U could l)e superconvergent. In contra.Rt, 

on a rectangle, the appropriate member of 11!, exactly matches a. given lillea.r vector 
field u at the element center. 

4 A Simple PostProcessing Scheme 

Suppose O is the center of a triangle T with no external houuda.ry edges. Consider 
the three triangles bordering T, aR shown in Figure 2. The nine edges have heen 
numbered for convenience. On each edge i we have a. 1mntlier U; which approximates 
u(m;) · n;, where m; is the midpoint of edge i a.nd 1i:; is the preferred unit normal to 

the edge. Assume for simplicity in this discussion that parallel edges have preferred 
normals with the same orientation. 

The standard vector approximatioll to u( 0) is 

(8) 

However, as indicated above this is only first order a.ccurate. To construct a second 
order accurate approximation, we ask what would happen if u was a lillea.r vector 
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Figure 2: Edge Labels Around Center 0 

field and the Ui were exactly equal to the u(u1,;) · ,,'i,;. Then hy linea.rity, 

2 1 
3U2 + 6(U4 + Uu) 

2 1 
u(;fm2 + (i(u1,,i + 111,8)) · ,i'2 

u(O) · ,,;;'2· 

By symmetry we recover exact expressions for u( 0) · ,i1 and u( 0) · 'ri:3. This yields 
an over-determined system for the two components of u(O). We take the three 

equations two at a time, yielding three different answers for the vector u(O), which 

we then average. 
In practice, the Ui are not exact, hut this a,vera,ging process provides a context in 

which any errors have a chance to cancel ont. Iu fa.ct, numerical evidence suggests 
that any errors do indeed cancel, yielding a. second order accurate approximation. 

If the mesh is not exactly a three lines rnes!t, we call still do this reconstruction, 
but it is less likely to yield extra accurate answers. Moreover, for triangles with a.n 
edge on an, the symmetry in this picture hreaks clown, also yielding less accurate 
answers. One can do various things ou the boundary; the simplest is to revert to 

the standard interpolant given in (8). Such a procedure would be expected to yield 
an hi,5 convergence rate, since it is second order iu the interior aml first order ou 
the lower dimensional set of boundary elements. 
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5 Numerical Results 

The first column in Table 1 presents the weasurecl couvergeuce rate for the error iu 
the vector flux, I IU - ull12, on a. rectaugular mesh aud several tria.ngula.r meshes. 
The discrete 12 norm is computed using the midpoiut rule, thus evaluating the error 
only at the centers of the elements. Couvergence is ouly first order, as expected 
from the discussion in Section ~{, except ou rectangles, where the superconvergence 
phenomenon increases the accuracy. 

The second column presents the convergeuce ra.te for the post.processed fluxes 
on the triangular meshes. The error measured here is I IR( U) - ul IF, where R is 
the reconstructed vector defined in Sectiou 4 at the elemeut centers. Convergence is 
better than first order, and in some cases is dose to second order. As noted a.hove, 
the accuracy of this procedure is reduced near the boundary of the domain. 

The square mesh was a uniform refinement of the unit square iuto smaller square 

elements. The equilateral mesh consisted of ecp1ilateral triangles. The right-triaugle 
mesh was created from the square mesh hy cutting ea.ch square into two right triau
gles by adding a line parallel to the line y = :1:. These are hoth three-lines meshes. 
The curvilinear mesh was created hy applying a. swooth trausfonnation to the right
triangle mesh. The curvilinear mesh is thus not a three lines mesh, though locally 
it is a smooth deformation of one. 

Mesh IIU - ull12 IIR(U)- ull12 
square (FDM) h2 11.a .. 

equilateral (MM, ESM) h !,_l.8 

right-triangle (MM, ESM) h 7,,1. 7 

curvilinear (MM, ESM) h 7,,u 

Table 1: Measnred Couvergence Rates 

The convergence rates shown a.re typical of a variety of test problems we ran, in
cluding ones with non-polynomial analytic solutions and a general symmdric teusor 
coefficient I(. 

Note: In [8] a theoretical analysis will he preseuted which explaius this extra 
order accurate behavior on three lines meshes and generalizes it to a wide class of 
other postprocessing schemes. 
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